1.1 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in foundational knowledge associated with the profession by recalling, explaining, and recognizing: *theories and philosophies that support professional practice.*
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1.2 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in foundational knowledge associated with the profession by recalling, explaining, and recognizing: *the purpose and benefits of leisure services and current trends.*
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1.3 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in foundational knowledge associated with the profession by recalling, explaining, and recognizing: *the scope of the profession and related services.*
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2.1 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in program leadership by formulating and applying: *program design, planning & evaluation.*
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2.2 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in program leadership by formulating and applying: *program leadership and facilitation*.

3.1 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in administrative and management functions by recalling, explaining, and applying: *basic fiscal and human resource management skills*.

3.2 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in administrative and management functions by recalling, explaining, and applying: *marketing and promotions skills*.

3.3 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in administrative and management functions by recalling, explaining, and applying: *risk management skills*.
3.4 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in administrative and management functions by recalling, explaining, and applying: *fundamental research skills*.

4.1 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in professional skills, behavior, and attitude by applying: *a high level of skill in professional writing*.

4.2 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in professional skills, behavior, and attitude by applying: *a high level of professional communication*.

4.3 RCPT students will demonstrate competency in professional skills, behavior, and attitude by applying: *the ability to consistently perform in a professional manner based on the RCPT building blocks and in the areas of time management, organizational skills, and professional attitude*.